200,000 variants, complete traceability
How a fully networked production line means zero switchover time

Highlights

Now

About Lohr-Wombach

Next Beyond

ff Complete flexibility with zero set-up
time

With much talk around Industry 4.0, it’s easy to assume a digital future is
far down the road. But in reality, the factory of the future is already here.
At Rexroth’s Lohr-Wombach factory, traditional assembly and automated
PCB activity, together with extensive and automated quality testing,
produces 200,000 variations of custom servo motors and drive control
units with integrated control functionality. Made possible by a gradually
networked production system of new and existing machines, the facility
shows how existing sites can become future ready.

Solutions Sought

ff Sustained competitiveness through
continuous process improvement
ff Fully-networked machines for end-toend traceability
ff Controlled, consistent quality with
digital duplicates
ff Unique serial numbers facilitate
complete transparency

monitored around the clock and deliver data to a central network. But for

“The goal was to create a stable
and robust factory in which
faults hardly ever occur and
competition-related indicators
are improved continuously.
With this networking we have
reached a new level of
transparency,
which
was
impossible until now.„

manufacturers that have existing machinery which performs efficiently even

Dr. Mark Leverköhne, Head of Technical

after years of use, direct networking might appear to be a futile activity. To

Functions in Wombach

For

manufacturers

operating

in

today’s

marketplace,

continuously

improving productivity, efficiency and quality can be the key to sustained
competitiveness. To achieve that, a stable and robust factory where faults
are rare and lessons are always learned is essential.
Digital solutions offer a clear route to those goals, bringing about a fullynetworked production line where each machine can work together, be

that end, a quick-to-install solution would be required, reducing downtime
while delivering all the benefits of connectivity.
www.boschrexroth.co.uk

End-to-end tracability for
complete transparency
About Bosch Rexroth

The Results

As a leading global supplier of technology and services,

Encompassing

Bosch Rexroth is a driving force in factory automation.

Wombach clearly demonstrates how a factory of the

Developing solutions which combine global application

future can boost competitivity and support employees

experience with cutting edge technological developments,

to work smarter and more productively, producing

Rexroth works with manufacturers around the world to help

200,000 variants without changeover time.

2,000

networked

devices,

Lohr

them reap the benefits of a digital future.
Placing the product at the heart of production allows it

The Solution

to control manufacturing, so every necessary element

In maximising flexibility of production and increasing machine

workers – becomes geared directly for the activity in

utilisation, the solution for Lohr-Wombach was obvious: full
connectivity. But to achieve that, throwing out existing
machinery and replacing every item on the factory floor would
have proved a costly – and inefficient – approach. Instead,
networking legacy machinery to create a fully-connected

of the production line – from equipment through to
hand.

Creating

a

digital

duplicate

of

ordered

components, including technical specifications and
unique serial number, is the first stage in this process.
With this virtual replica created, equipment is fully
configured to achieve the best results without any

facility would bring about the desired results.

set-up time, as well aiding teams in working more

To make that vision a reality, Rexroth’s IoT Gateway was the

greater levels of quality.

ideal solution. A compact controller with open software and a
micromechanical sensor package, the Gateway utilises
sensors to record the operating status of machinery. From
there, that data is evaluated and transmitted to give full
visibility over a facility, helping to maximise utilisation for

productively

and

accurately,

ultimately

delivering

With everything configured in the background to
eliminate

set-up

time,

workers

can

focus

on

manufacturing each component from their virtual
image, corresponding exactly to all parameters. Using

complete flexibility.

smart tools and tagging, each stage of production is

Even with full connectivity, the need for people is as

number, ensuring the digital duplicate becomes an

fundamental as ever. Introducing Industry 4.0 in small,
manageable steps not only means that vital machinery is able
to operate more efficiently, but also that the environment can
be moulded to workers‘ specific needs. In practice, that
means teams can work more smartly to make the most of
their specific skillsets, adding further value throughout the

tracked and recorded on the component’s unique serial
exact replica of the physicial version.
Networked machines don’t just mean more data for
optimising production. Transparency and traceability
are some of the most significant advancements to come
about through Industry 4.0.

production process to elevate competitiveness.

Looking for a similar solution?
Contact our experts today on:

www.boschrexroth.co.uk/fotf
industry4@boschrexroth.co.uk
0345 6044106
www.boschrexroth.co.uk

